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ABSTRACT

Editing character motion in Virtual Reality is challenging as it requires working with both spatial and temporal data using controls with multiple degrees-of-freedom. The spatial and temporal controls are separated, making it difficult to adjust poses over time and predict the effects across adjacent frames. To address this challenge, we propose TimeTunnel, an immersive motion editing interface that integrates spatial and temporal control for 3D character animation in VR. TimeTunnel provides an approachable editing experience via KeyPoses and Trajectories. KeyPoses are a set of representative poses automatically computed to concisely depict motion. Trajectories are 3D animation curves that pass through the joints of KeyPoses to represent in-betweens. TimeTunnel integrates spatial and temporal control by superimposing Trajectories and KeyPoses onto a 3D character. We conducted two studies to evaluate TimeTunnel. In our quantitative study, TimeTunnel reduced the amount of time required for editing motion, and saved effort in locating target poses. Our qualitative study with domain experts demonstrated how TimeTunnel is an approachable interface that can simplify motion editing, while still preserving a direct representation of motion.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional animation is becoming increasingly democratized for non-experts as new technologies and authoring tools become inexpensive and commonplace. Animated avatars are becoming increasingly prevalent through their use by VTubers or in online video-games and virtual worlds [4, 15]. Motion capture techniques, which were once expensive and difficult to set up, have become much more accessible for people to create avatar animations using off-the-shelf cameras [51], monocular videos [55], or directly from the sensors on Virtual Reality headsets [4, 26]. Instead of creating an animation from scratch, content creators can record their motion and edit the captured motion to create a desired clip. However, while capturing motion has become approachable, editing the captured data is still a challenging task.

Beyond the MoCap data, authoring 3D animation in general is difficult for individuals who lack expertise in the field. Professional animation software typically relies on the use of keyframes to define an object’s attributes at specific points in time [45]. While this keyframe-based approach is flexible and widely used by professionals, it can be difficult to learn for beginners [40]. Each dimension of an object’s position or rotation is represented as an animation curve, with keyframes serving as control points for each curve. Typically, a humanoid model that has a minimum of 15 joints will have at least three animation curves for each joint, representing its x, y, and z position, with each curve containing a different set of control keys. Given the complexity of keyframes and animation curves, desktop animation software such as Maya [2] usually have a complex interface with icons, views, and tools that can be challenging for beginners to navigate. Moreover, curves and keyframes are abstract and require extensive training for novices to understand how changes made to 2D curves will affect the 3D model. While techniques such as inverse kinematics (IK) allow users to directly work on the joints as effectors, the 3D model that contains the spatial information is separated from the timeline, with curves and keyframes containing the temporal information. As a result, the keyframe-based approach divides the spatial and temporal control, making it difficult to coordinate the pose over time.

Virtual Reality (VR) approaches have enabled users to edit 3D poses by directly manipulating the 3D joints with controllers [44, 54] and hand-tracking [37], bringing opportunities for novices to engage in 3D animation authoring. Various immersive animation tools have been developed to support animation authoring. Recent applications such as Flipside [4] also support motion capturing in VR to create animations, making it easy to edit motion immediately after being captured in VR. Although these immersive animation tools show promise, many still leverage keyframes and animation curves, which are inherited from the desktop interface. For example, Quill [8] uses a stop-motion approach that allows users to record 3D poses as keyframes, while VR Blender [33] uses animation curves to create and edit keyframes. These holdovers from the desktop interface take up additional screen real-estate and prevent immersive animation tools from fully benefiting from the 3D interface. Novices still have to work through the difficulties of understanding keyframes and animation curves. Additionally, to edit multiple frames, they need to alternate between the 3D model and timeline editor to apply the changes. More importantly, the separation of the timeline and 3D model requires users to mentally keep track of the temporal context and understand how the changes made in the current frame will affect adjacent frames, in order to create a smooth and desired animation.

To address this challenge, we propose TimeTunnel, an immersive motion editing interface for novices that integrates spatial and temporal control for character animations in VR. Different from existing immersive animation interfaces, TimeTunnel renders Trajectories and KeyPoses to represent the motion in space to provide an approachable editing experience. KeyPoses are a set of representative poses that are carefully computed to depict the motion in a concise view. Trajectories are 3D animation curves that pass through the joints of KeyPoses to help users visualize the motion that occurs in between KeyPoses. TimeTunnel integrates spatial and temporal control by overlaying Trajectories and KeyPoses onto the 3D character. It represents time on an axis with the path of Trajectories indicating the passage of time. As motion-captured data does not contain high-level controls such as keyframes, KeyPoses are automatically extracted from the motion by analyzing Trajectories. Users can go to a frame by scrubbing the 3D character along the time axis and edit the pose by directly manipulating joints with the resultant changes being propagated to adjacent frames.

This work has three main contributions: 1) a motion editing interface using Trajectories and KeyPoses to integrate spatial and temporal editing for character animations in VR along with demonstrations to show its effectiveness. 2) an adapted algorithm to extract KeyPoses from motion-captured data by detecting and combining the extreme points on multiple Trajectories. 3) findings from two user studies with both novice users (n=12) and domain experts (n=5). Results from the novice study showed that the combination of KeyPoses and Trajectories reduced the amount of time required for editing motion and saved the effort to locate target poses compared to a baseline without them. Expert feedback served to critically reflect on TimeTunnel as to how it situates with animation workflows, what strengths could be carried over, as well as the weaknesses of the approach. Through our studies and the demonstrations of use cases, we found that TimeTunnel could simplify motion editing for novices, highlighting the direct representation of motion. We envision TimeTunnel as a complementary technique that can co-exist with other approaches such as immersive motion capturing.

2 RELATED WORK
TimeTunnel is motivated by systems that support animation creation in VR, while the concepts of KeyPose and Trajectory build on prior work that supported motion capturing and the approach of animating with motion paths.
2.1 Immersive Animation Interfaces

As mixed reality technologies have become more accessible, past researchers have explored using AR and VR to improve the productivity of authoring and editing animations. VR animation tools leverage the 6 DoF input of controllers [33, 44, 54], and hand-tracking [12, 29, 37] to make it easier to manipulate 3D poses. Coupled with the Inverse Kinematics (IK), users can directly manipulate the 3D joints to edit poses rather than use the 2D translation and rotation widgets in desktop software. AR-based tools allow users to visualize and manipulate the pose of characters situated in the real environment [53, 58], and commercial VR applications such as AnimVR [1], Mindshow [5], and Quill [8] allow users to create animated cartoons using 3D strokes. Besides the research prototypes and applications, various plugins in animation software such as Maya have been proposed to support motion editing in VR [10, 33].

Similar to desktop animation software, existing immersive tools use the notion of keyframes and animation curves and usually have a timeline editor completely decoupled from the 3D character. For instance, VR Blender uses the animation curves from Blender to edit keyframes in VR [33], PoseMMR streamed the timeline window from Unity into VR to support keyframe and curve editing [44], AnimationVR [54] and Quill [8] use a timeline panel to show the motion per joint. Users would manipulate the 3D character for spatial editing and modify the timeline for temporal editing. As a result, the 3D character is still separated from the timeline view so users still have to alternate between the 3D character and the timeline editor to edit the motion. Additionally, the separation of spatial and temporal control makes it difficult for beginners to edit the motion, as they lack in experience knowing how the changes made in the current frame will affect adjacent frames to create a desired motion. This paper aims to fill this separation between the timeline and the character. Building on existing immersive tools that support direct manipulation of joints, this work provides an approach that integrates temporal and spatial motion editing by introducing KeyPoses and Trajectories in VR.

2.2 Capturing Motion and Digital Puppetry

Motion capturing with digital puppetry allows users to create 3D animations using different input methods such their body, hands, or using tracked objects. Body-based digital puppetry tracks the user’s body using cameras and maps the motion to the avatar in a 1-to-1 manner [50, 59]. The hand-based approach leverages the dexterity and coordination of human hands and maps the hand joints to the body joints [39] or facial expression [35] of humanoid [28] or non-humanoid avatars [29], and users can generate animations via finger walking [39] or gesturing [52]. In the object-based approach, a physical object can be tracked and act as a puppet to control the avatars [43]. 3D Puppetry [25], SpatialProto [41], and Pronto [36] track physical props and render the corresponding 3D models in a virtual set to perform and record 3D animations. AR Animator allows users to move a mobile device to directly animate a character moving in a real-work environment [58]. Other work uses modular tangible devices to record 3D motions by mapping physical rotations of tangible input to the joints of the virtual character [22]. Recently there has been more work using the tracking capability of hand-held controllers and the headset to generate 3D motion in VR [11, 26, 49]. Content creators can use applications such as Flipside [4] and Mindshow [5] to generate 3D animations by capturing their motion in VR.

While motion capturing with digital puppetry produces realistic animations, the captured motion can be difficult to modify [23]. Mo-capture systems continuously record the performer’s action and typically produce a pose per frame, not just important instants at certain points in time. This method generates large volume of data without a high-level structure that describes the properties of the motion, making it laborious and time-consuming to make a small change across multiple frames [56].

In this work, we aim to support the ease of modification by extracting representative KeyPoses from the captured data. Our work focuses on intuitive editing and is inherently compatible with immersive capturing and digital puppetry interfaces that create and capture motions from hand and body. With the recent immersive approach of capturing motion in VR [4], the proposed interface is promising to provide a seamless workflow that allows users to record and edit motion in VR as suggested in prior work [26].

2.3 Animating with Motion Paths

Animating with motion paths is the process of animating one or more objects moving along a defined path through the scene. The motion path, sometimes also called motion trail [2] or space-time curve [18], displays the movement and orientation and objects and joints over time in the scene and provides more direct spatial-temporal control compared to animation curves. Editing the motion paths is commonly supported in desktop animation tools [40, 46] and applications [2]. Previous work has explored the sketching of motion paths for synthesizing [31] or editing 3D motions [17, 24]. Space-time sketching allowed users to control the motion path and the shape of a 3D character using a single stroke [24]. SketchiMo extended the stroke-based approach and supported natural editing of complex 3D biped models with visualizations that accentuate different aspects of motion [17]. Recent work further improved the motion path approach by optimizing the tangent space to support real-time interpolation control for editing 3D motion [18]. In 2D animations, K-Sketch supported novices to sketch motion paths [19]. Motion Amplifiers further allowed users to inject animation principles when sketching the path [30]. Motion paths have been used as a way to visualize [27] and navigate motion in AR/VR [38, 48] and have been supported in various immersive tools [26, 54]. Recent work also supported recording motion paths to generate animations using VR controllers [16, 21] or hand-tracking [12].

Animating with motion path works well when the character moves from place to place but less if the character stays in one spot with limited root motion, which can be common for motion captured within a limited space. The motion path will overlap with itself and become entangled in space, making it difficult to trace and edit. In this work, we seek to propose an alternative approach to represent the motion using Trajectories which stretch the motion path along an axis to disentangle the overlapping motion. While our work is built in VR, the proposed path representation is conceptually closest to the dynamic path in SketchiMo [17]. We extend beyond the concepts in SketchiMo by complementing the design of Trajectory with KeyPose, which adds explainability to
the warped motion path and makes it easy to interpret the motion information. Our study with novices highlights the effectiveness of extending the approach via KeyPoses.

3 TIMETUNNEL

TimeTunnel is a motion editing interface in VR for character animation. The design of TimeTunnel is grounded in three design rationales (described below) informed by prior work on immersive animating systems. While TimeTunnel’s interface may be extended to professional animation contexts, it is targeted at, and designed for novices.

R1. Integrating Spatial and Temporal Control: Traditional animation software separates spatial and temporal control [17, 24], requiring animators to switch between a character view for spatial poses and a timeline view for temporal changes in curves and keyframes. This can make it challenging to coordinate body shapes over time and keep track of the editing context. While 3D interfaces and interactions in virtual reality have the potential to unify spatial and temporal control, many existing immersive animation interfaces still separate these two elements [33, 44]. To address this issue, we aim to use motion representations that seamlessly integrate spatial and temporal control.

R2. Providing an Approachable Editing Experience for Character Animation: Human motion data is multivariate with numerous spatial and temporal variations. Editing humanoid animations with keyframes can be challenging, as it involves navigating a complex interface and manipulating multiple control handles in high-dimensional space to achieve the desired change [32]. For beginners, predicting the outcome can be difficult, as keyframe and curve controls are often indirectly applied to the character. We set out to simplify the interface and interactions to make character animation approachable.

R3. Compatible with Motion Captured Data: One notable challenge with motion capture is the editing of the captured data [23, 56]. Mo-cap systems usually record a pose for each frame, rather than just the essential poses at specific time points, resulting in a vast amount of data without a high-level structure that describes the motion’s properties. As motion capture technology has become more widely available, we aim to simplify editing of this unstructured data.

3.1 Main Components

Based on the three considerations, we introduce TimeTunnel, an immersive motion editing interface that integrates spatial and temporal control in VR. To provide an approachable editing experience, we combine Trajectory and KeyPose to represent the motion. We use Trajectory as a 3D alternative to animation curve and render KeyPoses representing keyframes on the curve (Figure 2). Unlike prior work that typically separated the animation curves and keyframes from the character [33, 54], Trajectory and KeyPose are overlaid onto the character to integrate spatial and temporal control.

Trajectory is a set of ordered positions of a joint over time. It can be considered as a 3D animation curve that connects one keyframe to another and defines the interpolations in between for a single joint. Different from the motion path that renders the joint’s 3D position in the scene, Trajectory maps time over a lateral axis and therefore can be considered as a stretched motion path to disentangle potential overlapping between positions over time. If we use \( \bar{x}_c(t) \) to represent the 3D position of a joint at time \( t \), its corresponding position on Trajectory can be computed as:

\[
\bar{x}_c(t) = \bar{x}_c(t_c) + \tau (t - t_c) \bar{v}_h,
\]

where \( t_c \) is the current frame, \( \tau \) is a constant representing the degree of stretchiness, and \( \bar{v}_h \) is a unit vector of the horizontal axis that aligns with the tunnel direction. Therefore, the position of the current frame \( t_c \) on Trajectory is aligned with its original 3D position \( \bar{x}_c(t_c) \), while the positions of other frames are exploded out along the direction of \( \bar{v}_h \). While Trajectory provides a view that disentangles potential overlapping between positions, it also introduces distortion to the original motion path that artificially stretches the path along \( \bar{v}_h \), potentially making it less straightforward to interpret the motion represented by the warped path. Therefore, we introduce KeyPoses to improve its explainability.

KeyPoses are a set of representative poses that are carefully computed to depict the motion in a concise view. Each KeyPose is

---

Figure 2: Mapping between (1) traditional animation curve + keyframe representation and (2) Trajectory + KeyPose motion representation. TimeTunnel provides a new way to edit motion by rendering Trajectory as 3D animation curve and showing KeyPoses to represent the keyframes on the curve.
a consolidation of a keyframe point on a curve. Rendering multiple KeyPoses with Trajectory presents the motion statically and makes the motion self-explanatory. Additionally, KeyPose enables local control of motion by defining boundaries so that moving one control point only changes a finite range of Trajectory, bounded by adjacent KeyPoses, which is usually considered as an advantage for animation curves [45].

While KeyPoses can be directly generated from keyframes created by animators, motion-captured data intrinsically lacks the support of keyframes that highlight the important instants with representative poses. To make TimeTunnel compatible with motion-captured data, we adapted an algorithm from Action Synopsis [13] to extract KeyPoses from motion-captured data by detecting extreme points on Trajectories. We use the same assumption of Action Synopsis that the high local extrema on the curve may give the best representative poses. The original algorithm of Action Synopsis is designed to find local extremum points on a single curve offline after dimension reduction. We adapted this method to support the extraction of KeyPoses from multiple Trajectories selected by users in real time.

### 3.2 Extracting KeyPoses From Trajectories

The extraction of KeyPoses is an iterative process to select a sufficient number of representative frames with high local extrema on Trajectories. We use $T_k(t)$ to denote a Trajectory of the joint $k$ ($k = 0, ..., N - 1$). We apply a Gaussian smoothing function on $T_k(t)$ to get a smoothed trajectory $\bar{T}_k(t)$. For each joint, we compute the difference between $T_k(t)$ and $\bar{T}_k(t)$ as a function of $t$ by calculating their Euclidean distance. In each iteration, a combined difference for all active joints is computed as a weighted sum of the differences across all Trajectories, where each weight $w_k$ is a ratio of the movement magnitude of the joint $k$ divided by the sum of magnitudes from all joints. By doing so, joints that have greater movement will have a larger impact on the selection of KeyPoses.

\[
d(t) = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} w_k \|T_k(t) - \bar{T}_k(t)\|, \quad w_k = \frac{\|T_k(t)\|}{\sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \|T_i(t)\|}
\]

(2)

To find a local extreme point, we select the time $t_m$ with the largest difference $d(t_m)$ among all the frames and add it to the list of selected points. The smoothed trajectory is updated by computing a weighted average between $T_k(t)$ and $\bar{T}_k(t)$. The weight $\alpha(t)$ is a function of $t$ that has a higher weight for frames closer to the selected point at $t_m$ within a small constant window $\delta$:

\[
\bar{T}_k(t) = \alpha(t)T_k(t) + (1 - \alpha(t))\bar{T}_k(t), \quad \alpha(t) = e^{-\frac{(t-t_m)^2}{\delta}}
\]

(3)

When $t = t_m$, the updated smoothed trajectory $\bar{T}_k(t_m)$ is equal to $T_k(t_m)$ to remove the selected point in the next iteration. The above steps are repeated until the maximum difference $d(t_m)$ is below a threshold or sufficient frames have been selected.

### 3.3 VR User Interface

To provide an approachable editing experience, we developed a VR user interface that allows users to directly edit the motion using controllers or hand-tracking. The interface is composed of a main character, KeyPoses, Trajectories, and supportive UIs.

The main character is positioned in the middle of the tunnel that corresponds to the current frame (Figure 3). Users can select and drag it to scrub the time axis and navigate through the frames. Users can manipulate its pose by selecting and moving the joints. We use a full-body IK approach to support posing with 10 effectors (hands, feet, upper arms, upper legs, head, and spine). To help users select the joint, a spherical widget with local axes is displayed for each activated joint. Users can move and rotate the widget to control the pose in the current frame. The changes made in the current frame are propagated to adjacent frames bounded by a pair of KeyPoses.

KeyPoses are the 3D models placed side-by-side with the main character at important frames to show representative poses (wireframes in Figure 3). KeyPoses can be selected to specify the range of the animation that will be impacted by any alterations made to the main character’s active pose. Positional and rotational changes are propagated using weighted linear and spherical interpolation. Weights are determined using a Gaussian distribution, with the peak centred on the frame at which the change occurred. By default, changes are propagated up to the closest KeyPose on both sides of the main character (highlighted with transparent texture in Figure 3). To expand the range of motion that will be impacted by changes, users can choose and select different KeyPoses as the starting or ending frame.

KeyPoses can also be used for retiming a segment of motion. Users can select a left KeyPose as the start frame and a right KeyPose as the end frame to specify the range of motion that will be impacted by the modification. To modify the timing of the segment, users can adjust the length of Trajectories between the two KeyPoses by either shrinking or expanding them to speed up or down the motion (Figure 4.3). This retiming process includes an ease-in-out function applied to the selected segment for a seamless speed adjustment.

The difference in physical position between the main character and a KeyPose serves as an indicator for their frame duration. Each KeyPose has a frame number displayed on a button beneath it, and pressing the button will take the user to that specific frame. Additionally, users can add or remove a KeyPose by navigating to the frame and pressing the button of the current frame. KeyPoses are not displayed during animation playback to prevent visual cluttering and are only visible when the animation is paused.

Trajectories are 3D lines that pass through the KeyPoses and the main character, designed to help users visualize the motion that occurs between KeyPoses. These lines also indicate the flow of time, with the horizontal direction serving as a reference of time. To provide continuity, we fit a Catmull–Rom spline [45] from the warped 3D positions computed in Equation 1. Trajectories cannot be modified independently, but they are updated automatically when changes are made to the main character’s pose and propagated to adjacent frames. Trajectory color conveys information about the retiming operation (Figure 3). Green is used to signify speeding up, while red is used to indicate slowing down, with the shade of the color reflecting the degree of alteration. Trajectories are visible both during animation playback and when the animation is paused.

Supportive UIs include a Joint Map and navigation buttons. Using the Joint Map, users can activate or deactivate joints and view the corresponding Trajectories by pressing the designated buttons.
Figure 3: Time-tunnel interface includes the main character, KeyPoses, Trajectories, and supportive UIs. The main character in solid color represents the current frame and can be selected to scrub along the timeline for frame navigation. KeyPoses are a set of representative poses automatically computed to concisely depict motion. Trajectories are 3D animation curves that pass through the joints of KeyPoses to represent in-betweens with the colour representing the retiming operations. Users can directly manipulate the joint with changes propagated to adjacent frames up to the closest KeyPoses (in transparent color) on both sides of the main character.

(Figure 3). The Joint Map determines which KeyPoses are displayed in the TimeTunnel based on the activated joints. This allows users to focus on specific joint movements (such as the feet motion) by activating only the corresponding joints and viewing the KeyPoses that were generated by those movements. When multiple joints are enabled, joints that have greater movement will have a more significant influence on the selection of KeyPoses (Section 3.2).

Alongside the Joint Map, users are provided with standard playback buttons that allow them to play or pause the animation and navigate to the previous or next frame. More buttons are provided for spatial navigation. The rotation button enables users to rotate all KeyPoses and the main character in place, providing them with a view of the movement from various angles. The zoom-in/out buttons allow users to adjust the number of frames that are visible in the TimeTunnel. This enables them to include a broader range of frames or focus on a smaller section of frames.

4 USE CASE EXAMPLES

We present three motion sequences edited in TimeTunnel. These three motions represent three different use cases for editing captured motion from the CMU Motion Capture Dataset [3].

Fixing Motion Artefacts. When applying the captured motion to a character, a common issue is body interpenetration, where a character’s body parts overlap and intersect with one another. As an example, in a baseball pitching motion, the avatar’s hand may overlap with its torso during the follow-through after the ball has been thrown (Figure 4.1). To address this issue, the user can activate the pitching hand in the joint map to display the corresponding Trajectory. When the hand is closest to the torso, the corresponding point on the Trajectory is identified as an extreme point. As a result, the system creates a KeyPose at the point of deepest collision, which the user can locate by scrubbing the Trajectory and pressing its frame button. The user can then simply move the hand away from the body to eliminate the interpenetration. This change is automatically applied to adjacent frames that also have interpenetration, thus resolving the issue in a single edit without requiring the user to address each frame individually.

Supporting Object Contact. TimeTunnel can be used to make sure the body hits specific targets in the scene. For instance, in a soccer kicking motion, the character’s foot needs to make contact with a ball (Figure 4.2). To position the foot accurately, the user can activate the foot joint in the joint map to display the corresponding Trajectory. By scrubbing through the Trajectory, the user can locate the point at which the foot is expected to make contact with the ball. The user can then select and move the foot towards the ball to ensure that it hits the target. The change is applied to adjacent frames up to the neighbouring KeyPoses, allowing for a local edit.

Applying Anticipation Principle. While motion-captured data is realistic, it usually lacks the vividness of hand-drawn animations. To stylize a bland jumping motion, the user can apply the anticipation principle (Figure 4.3). The user begins by activating multiple joints and locating the KeyPose right before the jump. The user can then adjust the anticipation pose by pulling back the hands and bending down the body. By selecting the landing KeyPose as the end frame, the changes made to the anticipation pose are applied to the entire jump to ensure a smooth transition. The user can then select the
Figure 4: TimeTunnel example use cases in the user’s view for (1) fixing motion artefacts, (2) supporting object contact, and (3) applying anticipation and easing principle.
We used a pose searching task and manipulation task to evaluate TimeTunnel. We conducted two user studies to evaluate the effectiveness of Trajectory and KeyPose in supporting motion editing for novice users. Our objective is to understand and envision the strengths and weaknesses of our approach and how TimeTunnel might fit into existing practices and co-exist with other authoring approaches.

**5 USER STUDIES**

We conducted two user studies to evaluate TimeTunnel. The first study is a quantitative study with two tasks (pose searching and manipulation task) in a controlled environment. The objective of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the key components (Trajectory and KeyPose) in TimeTunnel in supporting motion editing for novice users. We chose to study novices, as they are the target user of the system, and they do not possess preconceptions or expert knowledge that could potentially interfere with the usage of the system such as the conflict that could arise distinguishing KeyPoses from desktop-based keyframes. Therefore the first user study is a study where participants can walk up and use the system under different conditions in a relatively short time [42].

To further define the boundaries of the proposed work, we conducted a second interview-based qualitative study with domain experts in animation. The objective of this study is to understand the strength and weakness of the TimeTunnel interface in a more natural and ecologically valid context. We chose to study animation domain experts because they possess specialized training, established practices, and knowledge of the state-of-the-art in the field. This makes them a strong audience to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of our approach and envision how TimeTunnel might fit into existing practices. Together the two studies help us to form a holistic understanding of the TimeTunnel interface. Ultimately, we envision techniques like TimeTunnel to be complementary to the current suite of tools and co-exist with other authoring approaches.

**Apparatus.** We implemented TimeTunnel in Unity running on an Asus Rog Zephyrus G16 laptop with an Intel i9-13900H CPU and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 4060 Laptop GPU. The laptop is connected to an Oculus Quest Pro via Oculus link cable. 3D interactions of pointing, pinching, tapping, and grabbing gestures were implemented using Oculus Interaction SDK [7]. We used controllers for 3D interactions due to the precision and tracking considerations in the study. Inverse Kinematics control was implemented using RootMotion Final IK [9]. We used a standard 3D character from Mixamo [6] with 20 joints. All motion clips used in the study were from CMU Motion Capture Dataset with a sample rate of 24 fps [3].

**5.1 Study 1: Quantitative Study with Novices**

We used a pose searching task and manipulation task to evaluate the effectiveness of Trajectory and KeyPose in supporting motion editing for novice users (Figure 6). In the searching task, participants were provided with a target pose and instructed to find the frame that has the pose as fast as possible in an animation clip. In the manipulation task, participants were instructed to edit a jumping animation to avoid the obstacle where the character is hitting an obstacle during the jump.

**5.1.1 Experiment Design.** We followed a 2x2 within-subject design with two independent variables as KeyPose and Trajectory: each has two levels (with or without keypose or trajectory), resulting in four conditions (Figure 5):

- **KeyPose only condition.** When changes are made, interpolations are computed within the closest keyposes on both sides of the main character.
- **Trajectory only condition.** When changes are made, interpolations are computed within a fixed window of frames (+5 frames).
- **KeyPose+Trajectory condition.** When changes are made, interpolations are computed within the closest keyposes on both sides of the main character.
- **None condition that only has the main character.** When changes are made, interpolations are computed within a fixed window of frames (+5 frames).

The order of the four conditions was counterbalanced using Balanced Latin Squares. In the searching task, we measured the completion time, error count (the number of false submissions), and operation count (the number of playback buttons and slider presses). In the manipulation task, we measured the completion time and frame count (the number of frames that participants edited to produce the final animations).

We did not choose to compare the TimeTunnel interface with desktop-based animation tools for two reasons. First, TimeTunnel is built on existing immersive animation tools that support direct manipulation of joints. The novelty of TimeTunnel is the use of KeyPose and Trajectory to represent the motion in space along with the character, as well as the capability to edit motion segments divided by KeyPoses. Therefore we evaluated KeyPose and Trajectory as individual factors compared to a baseline without them, which is a common representation in existing immersive animation tools [1, 8]. Second, the desktop tools have a lower expressive match (i.e., the alignment between the tasks and the interaction) [42] compared to TimeTunnel. TimeTunnel is set up as a walk-up and use system whereas a commercial desktop tool is not, thus potentially leading to an unfair comparison.

**5.1.2 Participants and Procedure.** We recruited 12 participants (4 females, 8 males) between 21 and 58 years old (averaged 32 years) from within Autodesk. Each was compensated with $75 gift card. All participants were novice users of 3D animations. Most participants had VR experience with a mean self-reported expertise of 2.58 on a 1-5 scale from novice to expert.
Participants filled out a consent form and a demographic questionnaire after a verbal explanation of the study. They were guided to setup the equipment by sitting comfortably on a chair, putting on the VR headset, and adjusting its interpupillary distance. Then they were introduced to the TimeTunnel interface with verbal explanations of the UI components. After they were familiarized with the interface, they began the searching task. To avoid memorization from repetition, we chose four similar but different dancing animations for the four conditions from CMU Motion Capture Dataset [3] to avoid memorization from repetition. Each dancing clip has approximately 150 frames (6 seconds) with 15 KeyPoses created by the system. There are three unique target poses determined based on the pose-to-pose principle [34] at significant poses in the clip (one in the beginning, one around the mid-point, and one towards the end). At the beginning of each condition, participants had a practice trial and were instructed to find the target pose as fast as possible. Then they had three formal trials to find the three unique poses. In each trial, they could play, pause, and navigate the time bar to find the target pose. Once they located the frame that matched the pose, they pressed a button to submit the answer. They could submit answers multiple times. They completed the trial when the answer was sufficiently close to the target frame (within ±2 frames difference).

After completing the searching task, participants conducted the manipulation task following a short break. At the beginning of each condition, participants had a practice session to get familiarized with the joint manipulation and then proceeded to the formal task. The task is adapted from prior work [18] that required motion editing to avoid obstacles. Participants edited a jumping animation (72 frames, 3 seconds, 7 KeyPoses) where the character is jumping forward while its body hits against the wall. The task was to fit the character through a hole in the wall and resolve model penetration by manipulating the poses. Participants could adjust the end effectors (hands, feet, and head) to avoid the obstacle. They could play, pause, and navigate the time bar to edit any frame in the clip. Once they were confident about the result, they pressed a button to submit the animation. They could submit answers multiple times and complete the task when there was no collision between the character and the obstacle. Once they completed the pose-manipulation task, we conducted a short semi-structured interview. They were asked about their preferences for KeyPose and Trajectory in two tasks and how they used KeyPose and Trajectory to complete the tasks. It took about 15 minutes to complete the searching task and 15 minutes to complete the manipulation task, with approximately 50 minutes in total for the study.

5.1.3 Data Analysis. We conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA with significant values reported for $p < .05(*)$, $p < .01(**)$, and $p < .001(***)$ respectively. Effect sizes are reported as partial eta squared ($\eta^2_p$). Numbers in brackets indicate mean ($M$) and standard error (SE) for each respective measurement. When normality assumption is violated, we used the non-parametric Friedman test, followed by Conover post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction.

5.1.4 Results.

Pose Searching Task. A repeated measures two-way ANOVA (2 KeyPose × 2 Trajectory) was performed on the completion time and operation count. We found a main effect of KeyPose on the operation count ($F(1, 11) = 17.678, p = 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.616$). The mean operation count for conditions with KeyPose ($M = 7.222, SE = 1.014$) was 34.68% lower (**) than without KeyPose ($M = 11.056, SE = 1.263$) (Figure 7.2). We did not find a main effect of KeyPose on the completion time ($F(1, 11) = 2.819, p = 0.121$), or a main effect of Trajectory on the completion time ($F(1, 11) = 0.025, p = 0.854$) or operation count ($F(1, 11) = 0.582, p = 0.462$). We did not find interaction effect. Data of the error count did not meet the normality assumption and Friedman’s test was performed ($\chi^2 = 12.966, p = 0.005$). Post-hoc comparisons with Bonferroni correction showed that the KeyPose condition has a significantly lower error count.
Figure 7: Study 1 results of the pose searching task: (1) no effect found on completion time, (2) the mean operation count (dashed line) for conditions with KeyPose was lower (**) than conditions without KeyPose, and (3) significant differences between conditions on error count. Results of the pose manipulation task: (4) the mean completion time (dashed line) for conditions with KeyPose was lower (***) than conditions without KeyPose, and (5) significant differences between conditions on the number of frame edits.

(t = 3.78, p = 0.004) than the None condition. The KeyPose +Trajectory condition has a significantly lower error count than the Trajectory condition (t = 6.01, p < .001) as well as the None condition (t = 4.46, p < .001) (Figure 7.3).

Pose Manipulation Task. A repeated measures two-way ANOVA (2 KeyPose × 2 Trajectory) was performed on the completion time. We found a main effect of KeyPose on the completion time (F(1, 11) = 25.802, p < .001, \( \eta_p^2 = 0.701 \)). The mean completion time in minutes for conditions with KeyPose (M = 1.314, SE = 0.120) was 46.17% lower (***) than without KeyPose (M = 2.441, SE = 0.294) (Figure 7.4). We did not find a main effect of Trajectory on the completion time (F(1, 11) = 0.033, p = 0.858). We did not find an interaction effect. Data of the frame count did not meet the normality assumption. Friedman Test was performed on the frame count (\( \chi^2 = 23.203, p < .001 \)). Post-hoc comparisons with Bonferroni
correction showed that the KeyPose condition has a significantly lower frame count \( (t = 3.66, p = 0.003) \) than the None condition. The KeyPose + Trajectory condition has a significantly lower frame count than the Trajectory condition \( (t = 6.80, p < .001) \) as well as the None condition \( (t = 5.49, p < .001) \) (Figure 7.5).

Subjective feedback. All participants found KeyPose useful when searching for a pose. Three participants mentioned using KeyPose as a quick way to filter out information \( (P7, P10, P11) \): “I think the keyposes was efficient because like it feels like a menu of a book where you know where is where you could like go to it easily” \( (P11) \). Four participants mentioned KeyPose provided a context of the current frame \( (P0, P1, P6, P8) \): “It’s nice cuz then otherwise if you pause you don’t really know what is where, what’s coming up or what was there. But you can almost determine what the animation will be just from keyposes” \( (P1) \). When manipulating the pose, most participants \( (10/12) \) found the KeyPose useful. Three participants further mentioned it was helpful to locate the impactful moments \( (P1, P3, P10) \): “if you want to make the impactful changes, you can go straight to the keypose and make that change versus kind of just changing at some random point” \( (P1) \), which could save them from having to edit more frames: “I felt when I didn’t have the keypose, I have to go like, fix on one, then go out, and go to two, three more and then fix them... And when I had the keypose, I just fix one on the keypose and then one in the middle” \( (P10) \).

Most participants \( (8/12) \) found Trajectory useful when manipulating the pose, but not as much when searching for a pose \( (5/12) \). Participants who found the trajectory useful mentioned the lines helped by “filling the gap” \( (P7) \) or “predicting the in-betweens” \( (P0, P2, P3, P10, P11) \), while others might find it distracting as “too much information” \( (P6) \). Three participants mentioned that they located poses by tracing trajectories \( (P1, P9, P10) \): “trajectory is really helpful to kind of decide like which is the highest point and lowest” \( (P1) \). P1 also mentioned the trajectory could be good for evaluation since “it helped in knowing if your result was gonna be good or not without having to play it”.  

5.1.5 Discussion. Overall, the combination of KeyPose and Trajectory demonstrates effectiveness in both the pose searching task with fewer errors and operations needed, as well as the pose manipulation task requiring less time and fewer frames edited. We attribute this effectiveness primarily to KeyPose while considering Trajectory may play a secondary supportive role.

With KeyPose, participants were able to edit the motion faster with fewer frames to achieve the final results in the pose manipulation task (Figure 7.4). In the pose searching task, KeyPose did not appear to speed up the searching process but it did reduce the number of operations (Figure 7.2) with fewer mistakes (Figure 7.3). In practice, we observed participants often paused the animation and carefully compared each KeyPose with the target pose, while in the conditions without the KeyPoses, they would play and pause the animation when noticing a moment of interest, and exhaustively traverse adjacent frames to locate the target pose. At a given frame, the KeyPose provided more information and therefore saved the effort from having to frequently pause and go back and forth in the timeline. A potential downside of displaying multiple KeyPoses would be visual cluttering with four participants describing the interface as “a bit overwhelming” \( (P2) \).

Although we did not observe a significant improvement in task performance with Trajectories alone, they may serve a supportive role in motion perception when combined with KeyPoses. Four participants mentioned that Trajectory is most useful with KeyPose \( (P0, P3, P9, P10) \): “I find it harder when it was just the trajectory, but to see it together with the keyframes (keyposes) was a useful guide” \( (P3) \), and “with the combination, I can go to the key pose directly and then look at the trajectory. It’s a mix-and-match” \( (P9) \). When Trajectory is presented alone, participants who knew how to use it would mention it was helpful in “filling the gap” \( (P7) \), while others might perceive it as “too much information” \( (P6) \). This could potentially explain Trajectory’s large variation in the operation count compared to KeyPose in the pose searching task (Figure 7.2).

While the quantitative study with novice users showed the promise of the interface, it did not provide a holistic understanding of TimeTunnel such as what might be missing to prevent it from becoming a more effective interface. In practice, we had to hide functionalities unrelated to the task content in order to make the procedure controlled. These functionalities were not evaluated and we have little information as to how to improve them. Therefore, we conducted a second study to evaluate the interface, focusing on qualitative feedback from domain experts.

5.2 Study 2: Qualitative Assessment with Domain Experts

In the second study, we solicited a holistic impression of the TimeTunnel concept and elicited feedback on its current user interface. To do so, we provided five domain experts with the current prototype and conducted a semi-structured interview to explore the benefits and drawbacks of using TimeTunnel for motion editing.

5.2.1 Participants and Procedure. We recruited 5 domain experts \( (1 \) female, \( 3 \) males, 1 non-binary) between 26 and 53 years old (averaged 37.6 years) from within Autodesk. Domain experts are people who are knowledgeable in animation and have created animations or have worked on animation software. Participants have 2 to 12 years \( (\text{averaged 4.8 years}) \) of professional experience relevant to animation. All participants had VR experience, with a mean self-reported expertise of 3.4 on a 1-5 scale. Each participant was compensated with $75 gift card.

Participants filled out a consent form and a demographic questionnaire after a verbal explanation of the study. They were guided to setup the equipment by sitting comfortably on a chair, putting on the VR headset, and adjusting its interpupillary distance. Then they were introduced to the TimeTunnel interface with verbal explanations. After they were familiarized with the navigation, they were introduced to motion editing with a baseball pitch motion \( (128 \text{ frames}, 5.3 \text{ seconds}, 12 \text{ KeyPoses shown in Figure 4.1}) \). They were encouraged to add details or resolve tracking artefacts in the clip. Once they were satisfied with the results, they were provided with a second jumping clip \( (72 \text{ frames}, 3 \text{ seconds}, 12 \text{ KeyPoses shown in Figure 4.3}) \) and encouraged to explore the interface by exaggerating the jump. In total, they spent 20 minutes exploring and working on the animations in the TimeTunnel. Then we conducted a semi-structured interview for 20 minutes. The initial stage of the interview focused on the general impression of TimeTunnel and discussed potential strengths compared to desktop animation
software. Next, participants were asked to critique the concepts of KeyPose and Trajectory, including discussions on what aspects of KeyPose and Trajectory they were excited or skeptical about, how they might use them, and places they could envision TimeTunnel being used. Finally, participants were asked about the limitations of TimeTunnel and suggested improvements to the interface. The study took approximately 50 minutes.

5.2.2 Data Analysis. We collected transcribed audio from the interview and analyzed the results using thematic clustering [14]. The coding process and theme generation was conducted twice by two researchers. Themes were discussed and reviewed collaboratively to create the final coding results.

5.2.3 Results. From the interview data, we identified the directness and simplicity as the strengths, the precision and visual-cluttering as the weakness for the future improvement suggested by domain experts.

Directness: All participants mentioned the directness of the interface as a strength compared to desktop animation software. E1 and E3 both mentioned the abstraction of keyframes and curves as a problem in desktop animation software: “With Maya and desktop animation packages where you have these abstracted editor views, the relationship is harder to understand” (E1), and “it would be more difficult to see how it is affecting the animation. Like that’s something that I feel is a strength here where you can see you’re more directly manipulating the animation rather than working through the abstract of the keyframes and animation curves” (E3).

There are three aspects that participants expressed regarding the directness of motion representation: the direct manipulation of joints (E0, E2, E3, E4), the directly overlaid Trajectory (E0, E1, E2, E4), and the generated KeyPose (E0, E2, E3, E4). Being able to directly manipulate the joints makes it natural to refine the pose: “the character immediately felt like a puppet that I could interact with... So it felt quite natural” (E4), and “I found that this animation technique was more intuitive in terms of grabbing and adjusting things compared to having to do it on an IK or an FK rig in a 2D screen. From there, I would have to click on something, adjust it, change the gimbal rotation. I’m using shortcuts with my left hand. But in this tool, I was able to just grab it and say, okay, move the foot over here” (E2).

Domain experts found the Trajectory feature to be more valuable than novices did. E1 commented Trajectory as “the animation curve overlaid onto the 3D space”. They explained that it provided a direct connection between the movement curves and the character, unlike traditional desktop editing software where the curves are in an abstract form: “So in desktop editing software, your curve editor is in the abstraction and then you can still manipulate the characters in the viewport of course, but you don’t have the visuals of the lines in the view” (E1). The visual representation of the Trajectories helped participants understand the motion and where specific joints or poses would locate: “I found that the trajectory paths showing the exact movement was very helpful and it made it easier to understand where a specific joint or pose was going to end up” (E2). However, this sense of directness was sometimes lost when the character and KeyPoses were rotated to a different direction, making the Trajectory difficult to understand. E2 expressed: “I found that when I rotated the model, the trajectory became not understandable, but it was totally understandable from a side view”. E2 also suggested rotating the entire tunnel rather than just the KeyPoses: “I would rather have models behind the one that I’m editing in sequence so that I can move the entire timeline.”.

KeyPose was found to be intuitive to represent the keyframes that can be otherwise dense or abstract to modify: “I think that’s a very good use case for this where you can abstract a lot of those very dense keyframes and just manipulate the broader animation” (E3). E0 expressed similarity of KeyPose to desktop keyframes which makes it straightforward to edit them: “So I feel like it’s kind of transferred my knowledge in a way where if I want to edit the jump, I should have this keypose and then that keypose” (E0).

Simplicity: Another strength of TimeTunnel that all participants mentioned is the simplicity of the interface compared to desktop animation software. E4 expressed the complexity of professional animation interface and pointed out the importance of simplicity: “I’ve rarely interacted with fully IK-ed characters like that where it’s so simplified that you end up with like 12 controllers that are pushing and pulling. More often, You have 40, 50 things in your interface that you’re kind of navigating between” (E4). Participants expressed that this simplicity would make TimeTunnel novice-friendly (E1, E2, E4). For example, E1 expressed: “I think it would be really fun for a kid or a new animation user like this is, it definitely felt very approachable...when I show them Maya, it’s just like there’s no interest. It’s overwhelming. But something like this would be I think, very appealing with just the limited set of controls and it’s very easy to see what’s happening”. In spite of the simplicity, E2 mentioned animators may still use it for experienced animations: “I found that it was easy to work with as if it was a beginner’s program, but gave freedom to put in more experienced animation”.

Precision: All participants expressed challenges with precise control of fine movements and identified three potential causes, including 3D mid-air input, a lack of granular controls, and device resolution. E0 expressed that: “I had a hard time fine-tuning the leg and then the position of the feet”, and further expressed the need for precise control: “Sometimes it’s easier to input that number if you already know what it should be rather than tweaking it to be that number...like I just want like to rotate at like 45 degrees”. Similarly, E1, E2 and E4 expressed the need for more granular controls. For example, E1 expressed: “it would need to have a lot more flexibility about where you can control, how you can control it”. Finally, E4 noted the challenge of supporting precise control with hardware limitation: “Precision is probably one of the limits, just the precision of the controllers and the headset and the resolution and just all of those components together”.

Visual clutter: With the Joint Map, participants were able to choose which Trajectories to display in the tunnel. We noticed all participants turned on at least three trajectories to edit the motion. Consequently, the visual space within the tunnel can become cluttered with multiple Trajectories. For example, E2 expressed “The more bones I had enabled in the joint map, the harder it became to tell which trajectory connected to what”. E1 turned off all trajectories to play and validate the animation itself, suggesting Trajectories may not need to be shown when playing the animation. To address the visual clutter, E2 suggested visually distinguishing
We revisit our design rationales presented in Section 3.1 and reflect which can be “very appealing with just the limited set of controls was visual cluttering, but results from Study 2 suggest these can be while also finding KeyPoses to be an intuitive method for representing keyframes that may otherwise be difficult to modify. A major challenge encountered during the integration of space and time was visual cluttering, but results from Study 2 suggest these can be mitigated by hiding them during animation playback or visually distinguishing the peripheral and in-focus Trajectories that users are currently working on by adjusting their transparency.

**6 DISCUSSION**

Through the observation of both novice users and domain experts utilizing TimeTunnel, we revisit our design rationales, discuss the generalizability of our approach, and incorporate the valuable lessons learned for future improvement.

### 6.1 Revisiting Design Rationales

We revisit our design rationales presented in Section 3.1 and reflect on the degree to which they have been achieved. We also discuss the opportunities and challenges for designing future editing tools.

**R1. Integrating Spatial and Temporal Control:** TimeTunnel introduces a new approach to integrate the spatial and temporal control by turning keyframes into KeyPoses and superimposing Trajectories onto the character. In Study 1, the combination of KeyPoses and Trajectories demonstrates effectiveness in the two tasks with fewer errors and operations required, or with less time and fewer frames edited. In Study 2, four out of five domain experts expressed the favored use of superimposed Trajectories, as it provided “a more direct connection between the curves and the character” (E1), while also finding KeyPoses to be an intuitive method for representing keyframes that may otherwise be difficult to modify. A major challenge encountered during the integration of space and time was visual cluttering, but results from Study 2 suggest these can be mitigated by hiding them during animation playback or visually distinguishing the peripheral and in-focus Trajectories that users are currently working on by adjusting their transparency.

**R2. Providing an Approachable Editing Experience for Character Animation:** Using KeyPose and Trajectory, all novice users were able to edit the jumping animation to avoid obstacles. In Study 2, we identified simplicity as the strength of TimeTunnel. Compared to desktop animation software, which usually has a complex interface overloaded with UIs, TimeTunnel has a simple interface which can be “very appealing with just the limited set of controls and it’s very easy to see what’s happening” (E1), making it approachable for novice users. This is validated by most domain experts (4/5), highlighting the potential casual usage by content creators, amateur animators, or practitioners who create content consumed in VR to save the time and effort of switching between desktop and VR environments. Moreover, TimeTunnel is also approachable for animators. As KeyPoses and Trajectories are developed to represent keyframes and animation curves, the knowledge and experience that animators possess regarding existing concepts are transferable to TimeTunnel. TimeTunnel employs 3D interactions to support intuitive manipulation of 3D joints with controllers or hand-tracking. Although direct manipulation makes editing more approachable, it may lack precision. Study 2 results suggest the need for supporting more precise input devices, such as keyboard and mouse, which are specifically designed for precision and have recently been incorporated into VR [60].

**R3. Supporting Ease of Editing Captured Data:** TimeTunnel extracts KeyPoses from Trajectories to make it easy to edit motion-captured data. The generated KeyPoses saved effort in finding target poses and made the editing faster in the two tasks of Study 1. In Study 2, E2 commented that the KeyPoses looked natural and expressed surprise when informed that they were generated from captured data: “It was very natural. To hear that it was captured from motion capture and then keyposes were created out of it. I wouldn’t have ever noticed”. For the motion sequences used in the paper, the algorithm generates one KeyPose for every 12 frames on average to represent the motion. The visualization of the generated KeyPoses for these eight clips can be found in the supplementary materials.

### 6.2 Generalizability

Beyond full-body motions, TimeTunnel can be a versatile tool for other types of animations, including facial animations and finger movements. However, as the complexity of the character increases and the number of control points and curves from finger joints and face muscles grows, the potential issue of visual cluttering arises. To help users deal with this complexity, it is important to provide an efficient way to hide and show the required elements easily. In desktop animation software, this is typically achieved using hotkeys. In an immersive environment, E1 suggested using gestures to quickly enable tools: “With a hotkey, you can turn on a knife tool. And then if I slice the lines they just disappear...the same...”
6.3 VR Interface

The current scope of TimeTunnel lies in a VR interface. Having a VR interface addresses the key challenges of desktop-based paradigms by default. First, with the recent immersive capturing applications [4, 26], users can capture their motion in VR. It is promising to provide a seamless workflow that allows users to record and edit motion in VR. Moreover, users in VR can easily move around to quickly change their perspective. Third, using hands in 3D space enables posing manipulations to be more akin to puppetry, with support for implicit switching between different manipulation quasimodes [47]. These three VR features make the experience very different compared to using a desktop or tablet, and introduce a trade-off between rapid experimentation afforded by VR versus a desktop’s precision that promotes one-dimensional manipulations. Extending TimeTunnel to desktop and tablet interfaces is a promising area of future work with additional gizmos, widgets, or gestures.

While TimeTunnel uses hand-based 3D interactions such as grabbing as a common way to interact with 3D content, it is possible to extend TimeTunnel with continuous input in existing immersive animation tools. For instance, users can quickly draw a path mid-air using VR controllers [16], depicting a desired trajectory through a continuous stroke gesture instead of manipulating joints.

Ultimately, techniques like TimeTunnel look to complement existing approaches and provide flexibility - different ways to solve problems that are better suited for some tasks over others. For instance, E4 suggested using TimeTunnel in the blocking stage to rough out the motions and setup the overall animation to ensure that the animation is on the right track before moving on to more detailed work with desktop-based precise tools.

6.4 Limitations and Future Work

Despite the promise of TimeTunnel and the associated KeyPose and Trajectory, there are some limitations of the current design. Addressing these issues could enhance the interface’s usability and overall experience.

**Multiplexing time and space:** TimeTunnel integrates spatial and temporal control by representing time on the lateral axis. This means that time and space are multiplexed along the same axis, which could potentially cause confusion, especially when perceiving Trajectories. E2 expressed the confusion when they rotated the main character, as the trajectory became difficult to comprehend. By default, we set the primary moving direction of the motion to align with the time axis. When aligned, there is a distinction between moving against time (180°) and moving along with time (0°). Moving against time will result in compressed Trajectories, while moving along with time will expand them (Figure 9). The extent of compression and extension depends on the scale of stretching $\tau$ in Equation 1. In practice, we found that moving along with time provides the best view of the Trajectories and KeyPoses which would be mostly comprehensible for users. Future studies are required to investigate the alignment between the moving direction and the time axis.

**Rotations on Trajectory:** The current design of Trajectory only shows positions of joints along the time. The orientations of a joint are not visible from Trajectory, which can occasionally cause confusion for users regarding how the orientations are interpolated.
We expect that TimeTunnel could go beyond the rigged characters, which opens up interesting directions for future work. We encourage future work to explore the scale of displaying time and the effectiveness of TimeTunnel for motion editing and highlighted the strengths and challenges of this approach.

**Tunnel shape:** We used a constant unit vector ($\vec{v}$ in Equation 1) to stretch the Trajectory, resulting in a standard linear representation of the tunnel. While being straightforward, we observed occasional participants might have problems reaching out to KeyPoses far from the center. Prior work investigated alternative timeline representation in curved, circular, or spiral shapes for visualizing temporal-spatial data [20]. It would be interesting to compare alternatives using varied unit vectors and find out the optimal shape for the TimeTunnel to optimize the space in front of the user. While TimeTunnel can handle longer clips with zoom in/out, the standard flat representation in linear scale is not ideal for prolonged clips. We encourage future work to explore the scale of displaying time as suggested in [20] such as displaying frames in logarithmic scale.

**Creating Animations from Scratch:** While it is possible to use TimeTunnel to create animations from scratch, additional functionality will be required. For example, tangent lines are commonly provided on animation curves to edit the in-between frames without changing the position of control points. They are not supported in the current implementation with Trajectories, which require users to edit the KeyPoses in order to change the in-betweens. By providing such tools and features, TimeTunnel can help users to author animations more efficiently. Desktop-based animation software supports creating animations from scratch. Future work is required to compared TimeTunnel with desktop-based animation software both for editing and creating animations.

**Going beyond rigged characters.** We developed a VR user interface on different rigged characters (Figure 10), which are commonly used in 3D animations. However, the design of Trajectories, the extraction of KeyPoses, and the overall interface are independent of the character configuration and can be applied to other types such as articulated objects or non-rigged characters. For instance, some 3D deformable objects may not have joints, but it will be possible to show the Trajectories for feature vertices such as the tail of a rubber duck, and detect KeyPoses based on the Trajectories. We expect that TimeTunnel could go beyond the rigged characters, which opens up interesting directions for future work.

7 CONCLUSION

To further develop the increasing viability of animating with motion-captured data, we presented TimeTunnel, a motion editing interface that integrates spatial and temporal control for character animation in VR. TimeTunnel introduces a new way to represent and edit motions using KeyPoses and Trajectories. KeyPoses are a set of carefully selected poses that are representative to depict the motion in a concise view. Trajectories are 3D animation curves that pass through the joints of KeyPoses to help visualize the tweening frames. TimeTunnel integrates spatial and temporal control by superimposing Trajectories and KeyPoses onto the 3D character and represents time on an axis. To make the approach compatible with motion-captured data which does not usually contain high-level controls such as keyframes, KeyPoses are automatically extracted from the motion by detecting extreme points on Trajectories. We presented findings from two user studies showing that TimeTunnel reduced the amount of time required for editing motion and saved the effort to locate target poses compared to the condition without Trajectories and KeyPoses. Our results demonstrated the effectiveness of TimeTunnel for motion editing and highlighted the strengths and challenges of this approach.
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